MONITOR MOUNTS

POISE–DUAL

SMOOTH & INDEPENDENT
The Poise-Dual was designed to support two monitors, weighing 8–22 pounds each, on two
individual arms and a single base. The smooth moving Poise arms are mounted on a pole to
maximize height range and enable users to share one screen while keeping the other private.
Poise-Dual is constructed of high density die cast aluminum to create an exceptionally
strong, smooth moving monitor arm. The Dual is available in two contemporary finishes and
comes standard with coordinated C-Clamp and Grommet mounts. Optional mounts for more
unique installations and a quick release adapter can also be purchased separately.

Pneumatic cylinders provide
easy, fingertip adjustment

The Poise-Dual comes with a 10 year warranty and can be relied upon to provide years of
dependable performance and adjustability.
Available in Graphite and
Silver.

MONITOR MOUNTS

Products listed on this page are
available through GSA Contract
GS-28F-0030S SIN #711-2 (Schedule 71).

POISE–DUAL

Mounting
C-Clamp
(shown)

◆◆ Supports: Two 8 - 22 lb. monitors
◆◆ Maximum Monitor Height: 19.5" (Full Range of motion)
◆◆ Maximum Monitor Width: 32” (with some loss of reach) (1)
◆◆ Vertical Articulation: 12"
◆◆ Forward Reach: 14.75 "
◆◆ Collapsible: Down to 4"
◆◆ Tilt range: 160° (+70°/-90°)
◆◆ Pivot: 180° (+/-90°)
◆◆ Rotation: 360° (portrait to landscape)
◆◆ Monitor Pattern: Standard VESA (75 mm & 100 mm)
◆◆ Mounts: C-Clamp or Grommet Included
◆◆ Available Colors: Silver or Graphite
◆◆ Warranty: 10 Year

Grommet
Mount

Color
Silver

Model #
PA2000-C-S

Graphite

PA2000-C-B

Silver

PA2000-G-S

Graphite

PA2000-G-B

Specifications
Horizontal and vertical reach

Tilt and rotation

Depth

17"

160° tilt
12"
11"

180°
19"

180°
(+70°/-90˚)

360°
180°

(1) Adjustment decreases as monitor width increases on dual arm configurations. Values shown are maximums.

Shown desk mounted against wall
with 16" wide monitors. Additional
depth adjustment can be achieved with
Grommet Mount further in on worksurface.

Optional Accessories
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14.75"(1)

180°

14.75"

Quick Release Adaptor

8"

◆◆ Adaptor attaches to monitor VESA mount for quick release
◆◆ Fits standard VESA 75 mm and 100 mm mount pattens
◆◆ Order one adaptor for each monitor
◆◆ Dimensions 4.5" W × 4.5" H × .5" D
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